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ABSTRACT. The quantization error (QE) from Self-Organizing Map (SOM) output after learning is exploited in these
studies. SOM learning is applied on time series of spatial contrast images with variable relative amount of white and dark
pixel contents, as in monochromatic medical images or satellite images. It is proven that the QE from the SOM output
after learning provides a reliable indicator of potentially critical changes in images across time. The QE increases linearly
with the variability in spatial contrast contents of images across time when contrast intensity is kept constant. The hitherto
unsuspected capacity of this metric to capture even the smallest changes in large bodies of image time series after using
ultra-fast SOM learning is illustrated on examples from SOM learning studies on computer generated images, MRI image
time series, and satellite image time series. Linear trend analysis of the changes in QE as a function of the time an image
of a given series was taken gives proof of the statistical reliability of this metric as an indicator of local change. It is shown
that the QE is correlated with significant clinical, demographic, and environmental data from the same reference time
period during which test image series were recorded. The findings show that the QE from SOM, which is easily
implemented and requires computation times no longer than a few minutes for a given image series of 20 to 25, is useful
for a fast analysis of whole series of image data when the goal is to provide an instant statistical decision relative to
change/no change between images.
KEYWORDS. Self-Organizing Map (SOM), quantization error, image time series, spatial contrast, variability, change
detection.

Introduction

This work deals with a fast computational approach to change detection in complex images. The
approach exploits the previously ignored potential of a change indicator, provided in the output data of
the Self-Organizing Map (SOM), a well-documented computational analysis tool introduced many
years ago by Teuvo Kohonen [1, 2]. SOM is a biologically inspired artificial neural network
architecture that learns in an non-supervised way to detect spatial contrast variations in images. The
artificial neurons possess some of the functional properties of visual neurons found in the mammalian
cortex [3-6], such as sensitivity to spatial extent of contrast and contrast intensity in complex images.
The architecture of SOM is relatively simple compared with other machine learning algorithms [1, 2],
and the user decides about the number of neurons, and their selectivity to a given polarity of
monochromatic contrast or colour.
The output of SOM is expressed in terms of the final synaptic weight of the neurons after learning,
and their quantization error (QE), which is a measure of variance. It is this latter, the QE, that will be
exploited here in this thesis to show that it constitutes a statistically reliable indicator of the smallest,
potentially critical local change across images of a time series. SOM is easily implemented and the
computation times for generating SOM output on large data sets with 20 or more images in a time
series are ultra-fast, i.e. between 60 and 250 seconds for an image series.
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After a general overview of SOM and its functional principles, we describe a series of proof-ofconcept studies on computer generated images. On the basis of statistical regression analysis, it will be
shown that the QE from the SOM output after learning displays a statistically significant sensitivity to
systematic variations in the spatial extent of contrast in images of a series when the intensity of
contrast is constant, and a statistically significant sensitivity to systematic variations in the intensity of
contrast in the images when their spatial extent is constant. These results show that the QE from the
SOM output reliably reflects two of the major functional characteristics of detection by natural visual
systems as found in primates and other superior mammals. A vast body of literature from the
neurosciences has shown that these functional properties are critical aspects of visual detection and
analysis [7-16]. Simulations on random dot images with variations in the size of a single local dot are
described, showing that the QE from the SOM output after learning consistently signals these very
small changes.
On the basis of this body of proof of concept, it is postulated that the QE from the SOM output after
learning provides a statistically reliable indicator of smallest and changes in image series that may be
undetectable by human natural vision. It allows for the automatic detection of changes in the spatial
extent of contrast across images, working on minimally preprocessed images to ensure that contrast
intensity does not vary between images of a time series. This is applied here to series of medical (MRI)
images [21-30] with small invisible local increases in lesion contents are submitted to SOM to show
the usefulness of the QE approach for a fast processing of medical image data when the first problem
to be addressed is to decide whether a clinically critical image contrast in a medical region of interest
(mROI) relative to a lesion or a tumor is likely to have changed with time, either in the direction of
local increase (the patient's condition is getting worse) or in the direction of local decrease (the
patient's condition is getting better). Then, the QE approach is applied to extracts from time series of
satellite images of the Nevada Desert and Las Vegas City, USA. The original images for a reference
time period between 1984 and 2008 were taken from NASA's Landsat database and fed into minimal
preprocessing to eliminate variations in contrast intensity. It will be shown that the QE from SOM
output reliably reflects critical structural changes in the landscapes of specific geographic regions of
interest (gROI), such as Las Vegas City, the residential suburbia of Las Vegas in the North and the
region of Lake Mead, which is an artificial reservoir enclosed by the Hoover Dam that collects water
from the Colorado River, providing sustenance in water supply to the whole of Nevada and beyond
[31]. While the originally monotonous desert landscapes of the gROI Las Vegas City and the
residential North underwent major restructuration in the years of the reference time period from which
the image time series were taken, resulting in the progressive increase in landscape variability due to
man-mad building structures and developments, the landscape of the gROI Lake Mead became
increasingly arid during the same time period, with water levels of Lake Mead progressively dwindling
away over the years due to global climate change. These two opposite trends are reliably reflected by
the corresponding variations in the QE from the SOM output after neural learning, for the different
image time series corresponding to the different gROI. Linear trend analyses and correlation statistics
are provided to further highlight important links between man-induced changes and demographic data
[32] on the one hand, and between the natural phenomenon of drought and water level statistics from
the Hoover Dam Control Room on the other.
The detection and characterization of critical changes in objects, event scenes, or public spaces of
the natural or the built environment reflected by changes in image time series such as computer
generated image data, photographs, medical images, or remotely sensed image data may be of
considerable importance for swift decision making in various fields including the medical, human and
environmental safety, policy making for risk mitigation, or public awareness campaigns. The context
of emergency places a premium on fast automatic techniques for discriminating between changed and
unchanged contents in large image time series, and computational methods of change detection in
image data exploiting different types of transforms and algorithms have been developed previously by
others [33-51] to meet this challenge. Existing methods have been reviewed previously in excellent
papers by [33] and [34]. Known computations include Otsu's algorithm [35], Kapur's algorithm [36],
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and various other procedures such as pixel-based change detection, image differencing, automated
thresholding, image rationing, regression analysis on image data, the least-square method for change
detection, change vector analysis, median filtering, background filtering, and fuzzy logic algorithms
[37-51]. The scope of any of these methods is limited by the specific goal pursued. In general terms,
change detection consists of identifying differences in the state of an object or phenomenon by
observing it at different times and implies being able to quantify change(s) due to the effect of time on
that given object or phenomenon. In image change detection this involves being able to reveal critical
changes through analysis of discrete data sets drawn from image time series. Major applications of
change detection concern medical and remotely sensed data. Both are obtained by reliable methods of
image acquisition to provide image time series through repetitive coverage at short intervals with
consistent image quality, as shown previously [33, 51, 52].
The Self-Organizing Map (SOM)

The Self Organizing Map (SOM) is a neural network architecture [1, 2] inspired by the functional
architecture of sensory neurons identified in the central nervous system (cortex) of mammals[3-6]. The
neural learning procedure is unsupervised with specific self-organizing dynamics that do not require
error correction as do supervised learning algorithms. SOM produces a lower-dimension representation
of the input space and for each input vector, a competitive winner-take-all learning algorithm [1, 2]
achieves the lower-dimension visualization of the input data. SOMs are typically applied as feature
classifiers of input data starting from an initially random feature map. The input data are recursively
fed into the learning procedure to optimize the final map into a stable representation of features and
regions of interest (ROI). Each region of the map can be considered in terms of a specific feature class
of the input space. Whenever the synaptic weights associated with a node of the map match the input
vector, that specific map area is selectively optimized to more closely resemble the data of the class the
input vector belongs to. From an initial distribution of random weights, over thousands of iterations,
SOM progressively sets up a map of stable representations of image regions or ROI. Each
corresponding region of the final map is a feature classifier and one can think of the graphical output as
a certain type of feature map of the input space.
1.1. SOM neural learning: winner takes all

The vector space of the SOM is by definition Euclidean [1, 2], and the central idea behind the
principles of Self-Organizing mapping is that every input data item shall be matched to the closest
fitting neuron of the neural map, called the winner (as denoted by Mc in Figure 1). The winning
neurons for the corresponding regions are progressively modified on that principle until they optimally
match the entire data set. The learning procedure follows the neurobiological principles of lateral
inhibition [53] and the general rule of Hebbian synaptic learning [54]. On the other hand, since the
spatial neighbourhood around the winners in the map is continuously modified during learning, a
degree of local and differential ordering of the map is mathematically applied. This principle is called
smoothing. The resulting local ordering effects will gradually be propagated across the entire SOM.
The parameters in SOM models can be variable and depend on the type of learning algorithm
implemented. The final goal of winner-take-all learning is to ensure that the final map output after
learning stably represents critical similarities in the input data.
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Figure 1. Illustra
ation of a se
elf-organizin
ng map (aftter Kohonen
n [1, 2]). An
n input data item X is brroadcast to a set
m
nodess Mi , of whicch Mc match
hes X best . All models
s that lie in the neighboourhood (larrger circle) of Mc
of model
in the network match X bette
er than othe
ers at furthe
er away locaations.

1.2. Network
N
d
dynamics

Th
he adaptatiion of the synaptic
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vectors in oour method
d here is do
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himself [1, 2]:
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the beginning
b
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matching un
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ng schedulee for any of the SOM
M parameterrs.
elimiinate the neeed to definne a coolin
1.3. SOM
S
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put: final synaptic
s
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Ass becomes clear in thhe light off what is ssummarized
d above, th
he SOM aas approach
hed here can be
seen as a statisstical methhod of datta analysiss using an unsuperviised learniing algorith
hm (some have
bined SOM
M with supervised leaarning algoorithms, wh
hich does not
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inspired bby feature maps
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g of princip
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f
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and Hebbian
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w-dimensioonal repreesentation of high-d
dimensionaal input fe
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o the inpu
ut space. T
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gressively achieved
a
thhrough the updating of
o the
synap
ptic weightts (wj) of winning
w
un
nits at iterattions (i) ov
ver time (t) during leaarning:

wij(t)
w
= (t
(t) * (xi(t) – wij(t)

(1))

wh
here  is thhe fixed leaarning ratee. At the ennd of learniing, when all neuronss optimally
y match thee data
from the learneed set, SOM
M generatees two typees of outpu
ut data: the matrix off the final synaptic
s
weeights
of neeurons and their quanntization errror (QE).
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1.4. SOM output: the quantization error (QE)

As an output of SOM associated with the final synaptic weights of neurons after learning, the
quantization error (QE) is a statistical measure of variance. It has sometimes been used to evaluate the
quality of SOMs, or to benchmark a series of SOMs with different parameters trained on one and the
same dataset [1, 2, 27, 28]. In this thesis, we exploit the QE to a different and entirely novel purpose.
The goal here is to benchmark a series of learnt datasets using a SOM with the same parameters. In
other words, we use the same SOM, same map size, feature size, learning rate and neighborhood radius
to analyze series of image datasets with clinical significance, or random-dot images, as shown later
herein. The QE is obtained from the SOM output after learning and mathematically expresses the
squared distance (usually the average Euclidean distance) between input data x and their corresponding
so-called best matching units (BMU). Thus, the QE reflects the average distance between each data
vector (X) and its BMU:
1⁄ ∑i=

(2)

BMU

where N is the number of sample vectors x in the input data.
The QE is a statistical measure of variance associated with the final synaptic weights of the SOM
output after learning. It disregards map topology and alignment [28] and its calculation, like that of the
final synaptic weights, results directly from the unsupervised learning procedure. On this basis, it is
postulated that the QE reflects critical variations in the map-to-data matching process in a similar way
as the statistical variance around a mean reflects the dispersion of the raw data around that mean. As
for one and the same mean we can have differently dispersed raw data, we can have differently
dispersed Euclidean distances between map nodes and the raw input data for one and the same final
synaptic weight after learning.
1.4. Hypothesis: the QE reflects critical spatial variations in image contrast

In the case of image data for one and the same object, variations in the QE output from SOM could
be due to small local differences in the distribution of spatial contrast across images of a time series.
This possibility has been as far as we know not been explored before, yet, it opens new possibilities for
the fast automatic processing of series of image data for which a quick decision about change or no
change needs to be made. To provide the necessary proof of concept that validates the postulate here
above, a series of test simulations on times series of computer generated images was performed to give
proof that:
1. The QE from the SOM output after learning is sensitive in a statistically significant measure
to the spatial extent of variation in local contrast regions across images when the intensity of contrast is
constant.
2. The QE from the SOM output after learning is sensitive in a statistically significant measure
to differences in the intensity of local contrast regions across images when the spatial extent of contrast
is constant.
2. Proof of concept

The goal of the following proof-of-concept study is to show that the QE varies consistently, reliably,
and predictably with local variations in spatially distributed contrast signals in random-dot images, and
in image series with regularly distributed spatial contrasts (geometric configurations). On the grounds
of these systematic variations, it will be shown that the QE is a highly sensitive and reliable indicator
of local and global image homogeneity: as images from a time series become more heterogeneous in
spatial contents, the QE in the SOM output after learning consistently increases; conversely, as images
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In the fourthh time seriies here, with
w six im
mages (Fig
gure 5), the percentaage of centtrally extending
gularly from
m 1%
whitee pixel conntent in thee shape of a square at the centeer of these images inccreases reg
in thee first imagge to 32% in
i the last image
i
of thhe series.

Figurre 4. The te
est images from
f
the six
xth series fo
or the proof--of-concept simulationss testing forr QE sensitiivity to
prog
gressive inccrease/decre
ease in the intensity off contrast when
w
spatial extent is keept constan
nt across im
mages
of a series.. The original series an
nd a contrasst-intensity-corrected version
v
weree submitted
d to SOM forr
ccomparison
n.

Identically ssized imagges with grradually vaarying con
ntrast inten
nsity of a ccentral con
ntrast areaa with
a
imag
ges were ggenerated for this tiime series to finalizze the prooof-ofconsttant spatiaal extent across
conceept simulaations (Figuure 6). Th
he original series witth varying intensitiess and a co
ontrast-intennsitycorreected versioon using
(3))

Ifinnal = (I - Imin/Imax - Iminn) x 255
weere submittted to SOM
M for comp
parison.

A four-by-foour SOM with
w sixteen
n artificial neurons was
w implem
mented, witith an initiaal neighborrhood
us of 1.2 annd a learniing rate off 0.2. SOM
M learning was
w perforrmed on thhe last imaage of eachh time
radiu
seriess. The neurral networkk was set to
t learn in 10.000 iterrations (i), producingg Self-Orgaanizing mappping
outpu
ut after leaarning in teerms of fin
nal synaptiic weights and their quantizatioon error (Q
QE). The results
r
from these anallyses, in teerms of thee quantizattion errors after learn
ning obtainned from SOM
S
on im
mages
n the follow
wing section as a funnction
from each of thhe five diffferent series, are repreesented graaphically in
o Linear rregression analyses were
w perfoormed to teest the statiistical
of the image seeries SOM was run on.
t images..
significance of the QE varriations as a functionn of the variations in the
2.2. Results
R

Th
he quantizaation error from SOM
M on each iimage of each of the time seriess was plottted as a funnction
of th
he increase (%) in sppatial pixel content accross imag
ges of a giiven seriess. These results are shown
s
here below (Figgures 5-7). As a giveen extent off spatially distributed
d contrast iincreases across
a
imagges of
ven time seeries, the QE
Q from the SOM ooutput also
o increases. The resuults from liinear regreession
a giv
analy
ysis show eexcellent goodness
g
off the linearr fits, as revealed by the linear rregression coefficiennts R2,
with statisticallly significcant trendss as reveaaled by th
he t valuees from thhe corresponding Sttudent
2
distriibutions. R , t, and thhe probabiliity limits p of statistical significcance are ggiven in thee legend off each
Figurre.
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Fiigure 5. Variations in QE
Q output plotted
p
as a function of spatial exte
ent of contraast in terms
s of numberr of
rand
domly distrib
buted white
e dots on the
e black ima
age backgro
ound. QE va
alues are takken from th
he SOM on each
of the
t six imag
ges of the firrst series he
ere. When tthe intensity
y of contras
st is constannt across im
mages, as iss the
case
e here, the QE is show
wn to increas
se linearly w
with the incrrease in spa
atial extent of contrast expressed in %
of
o the total im
mage area. The linear trend is sta
atistically sig
gnificant as shown here
re by the t va
alue from th
he
Student distribution
d
of
o the raw d
data and the
e associated
d probabilityy limits (p).

Figure 6. Varia
ations in QE
E output plo
otted as a fu
unction of in
ncreasing co
ontrast areaa at the cen
nter of the black
b
e backgroun
nd. QE valu
ues are take
en from the SOM on ea
ach of the six
s images ffrom the sec
cond seriess here.
image
Ag
gain, the QE
E is shown to
t increase linearly and
d significanttly with the increase
i
in spatial exte
ent of contra
ast.
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Fig
gure 7. Sign
nificantly inccreasing QE
E output as a function of
o increasin
ng contrast iintensity of the area att the
cen
nter of the b
black image background when the
e spatial exte
ent of that areas
a
is keppt constant across imag
ges.
QE values arre taken from
m the SOM
M on each off the six ima
ages of the fifth and lasst series de
escribed in the
t
Matterials and m
methods se
ection of Ch
hapter 2. Th
he QE is sho
own to incre
ease linearly
ly and signifficantly with
h the
inc
crease in co
ontrast inten
nsity across
s the imagess. After con
ntrast intens
sity correctioon of the im
mages from this
t
serie
es using the
e transform
m given here
e above in th
he Materials
s and metho
ods sectionn of Chapterr 2, the QE from
the SOM
M run on the
ese transforrmed image
es is shown to remain cconstant.

Th
he simulatiions show
wn here abo
ove providde substan
ntial proof of conceppt beyond any reasoonable
doub
bt that the Q
QE from thhe SOM ou
utput is a sstatistically
y reliable indicator off spatial ch
hanges in image
i
regio
ons under thhe conditioon that the intensity oof contrast is constantt across im
mages of a given
g
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b
of theese results, it will be made suree that all further
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here are run onn series of images witth constantt contrast intensities,
i
if necessaary preproccessed usinng the
nsure this condition
c
hholds for any
a given image
i
contrrast intensiity correctiion transform given aabove to en
seriess. This opens perspeectives for the fast aautomatic pre-analysi
p
is of largee bodies off images. In
I the
mediical fields tthese couldd be scans or MRI im
mages taken
n over timee from one and the saame patientt with
a giv
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ution of w
which is slo
ow and prrogressive and hard to detect in
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mediical imagees, for exaample. Th
he algorithhm for SO
OM learning is easyy to impllement and the
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putational times for whole sett of analyyses are off a few seeconds, beearing in mind
m
that SOM
perfo
orms a globbal analysiss of the enttire image.. This open
ns new doo
ors for com
mplex probllems such as
a the
moniitoring cancer progresssion/remission, whicch is often performed
d via manuual segmenttation of seeveral
imag
ges in an M
MRI sequennce, which is prohibiitively timee consumin
ng, or via aautomatic segmentation, a
challenging andd computattionally ex
xpensive tassk that may result in high estim
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ors [22]. Thhe QE
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remisssion, in rreal-time, directly frrom imagee statisticss using the self-orgaanizing machine
m
leaarning
techn
nique. Morreover, the QE value of the outpput of thesee analyses detects evven the smaallest changges in
poten
ntially releevant local image con
ntents thatt are impossible for humans too see, even
n when theey are
experrt radiologgists [18]. In
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we will compare the QE distribbutions fro
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whether the QE
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3. Change detection in time series of medical images

In medicine, the annotation of image data is subject to considerable differences between individuals,
even when they are highly specialized experts such as radiologists [21]. The analysis of medical
images assisted by computer techniques therefore represents a highly complex challenge. Radiologists
have to assess the progression of patients’ conditions on the basis of often hardly detectable, local
changes in medical images. These are captured through various imaging techniques, such as magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI), computerized tomography (CT), and positron emission tomography (PET),
providing the radiologist with visual information about the state or progression of a given condition
and helping to determine the course of treatment. Traditional methods for handling medical images
involve direct visual inspection, which is by its nature subjective. Image science therefore has
proposed methods for reducing subjectivity by introducing automated procedures. This involves
various different image processing techniques aimed at identifying specific diagnostic regions, socalled regions of interest, and specific features representing tumors and lesions. For example, to avoid
time-consuming voxel-by-voxel comparison for detecting changes between two images, the images
can be aligned and displacement fields may be computed for recovering apparent motion by using a
non-rigid registration algorithm [22]. This and similar techniques focus on the detection of regions of
interest, with tumors or evolving lesions. A computer algorithm compares multiple series of images to
produce a map of the changes, and expert knowledge is then applied to that map in a series of postprocessing steps in order to generate a set of metrics describing the changes occurring in the images.
During this process, domain-specific knowledge needs to be introduced, which attempts to reduce the
impact of subjectivity by incorporating generic information an expert might use when annotating
medical images manually. This, however, does not completely eliminate subjectivity.
Other approaches [23, 24] have proposed a computational framework to enable comparison of MRI
volumes based on gray-scale normalization, to determine quantitative tumor growth between
successive time intervals. Specific tumor growth indices were computed, such as volume, maximum
radius, and spherical radius. This approach also requires the initial manual segmentation of the images,
which is a time-consuming task. Semi-automatically segmenting successive images and then aligning
them on the basis of hierarchical registration schemes has also been proposed for measuring growth or
shrinkage in local image details [25]. All these methods rely on the accuracy of segmentation and
require manual annotation for classifying local changes in pathology of up to a few voxels. Other
methods [26, 27] which combine input from a medical expert with a computational technique are more
specifically aimed at difficult-to-detect brain tumor changes. These methods, again, involve a
subjectivity factor which is problematic given the well-known inter-individual differences between
experts [21]. Our SOM approach to the problem of change detection of time series of medical images
considers the whole image as opposed to an image segment of a specific region of interest. Such an
approach of direct analysis of the medical image as a whole has the advantage of not requiring manual
benchmarking. The basic idea behind direct analysis is that there exists an intrinsic relationship
between images with varying contents and their clinical significance, and that this relationship can be
exploited directly without additional not necessarily reliable intermediate procedures of image
processing. Compared to some of the traditional methods briefly reviewed here above, the method used
here has a deeper meaning in the sense that it is close to the most natural approach to the problem. It
directly targets the final outcome of change detection like a medical expert would, and thereby bridges
the gap between machine learning and the classic medical image inspection approach of the human
expert. A medical expert such as a radiologist explores imagers from a time-series as a whole and one
by one to monitor the progression of a patient’s conditions. Like the SOM, he/she derives diagnostic
information from this "natural" procedure to reach a decision on the likely progression or remission of
a condition such as a tumor or lesion, thereby evaluating the likely progress of a patient’s state or
response to therapy. This classic visual method of determining differences between one series of
images to another can, however, fail to detect very small differences. This can be overcome by using
fast SOM learning algorithms, generating quantization errors for rapid automatic change detection in
medical image data.
© 2018 ISTE OpenScience – Published by ISTE Ltd. London, UK – openscience.fr
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Here, the power of QE to capture critical local changes is tested on time series of MRI images from
a single patient before and after traumatic blunt force injury to the knee. In further simulations on MRI
images to which Poisson noise or synthetic local lesion content were progressively added, it is shown
that the QE consistently detects minimal changes in medical image data fast. It is suggested that the
SOM algorithm generating the QE output data could be implemented to assist human experts such as
radiologists in image-based decision making.
3.1. Materials and methods

A 16 by 16 SOM with an initial neighborhood radius of 5 and learning rate of 0.2 was set up for
image learning. These initial values were obtained after testing SOM with different numbers of
neurons to make sure that the cluster structures show sufficient resolution and statistical accuracy [28].
The learning process was started with vectors picked randomly from the image array as the initial
values of the model vectors. Across the three SOM learning experiments, the parameters of the SOM
were kept constant.
In the first experiment, SOM was run on two sets of 20 images from a patient with a traumatic knee
injury courtesy of CHU de Hautepierre, Strasbourg, France. The same acquisition parameters were
used to acquire the image sets which consisted of time series of 20 MRI images each. The 40 original
MRI images from these two time series are shown in the Supplementary Materials section. SOM was
applied to the two time series of original images, taken on two separate dates, before and after blunt
force traumatic injury.
In the second experiment, artificial lesion content was added to these same images and SOM
analysis was run on the modified images. In a previous study [52] original images were modified in a
similar way by adding synthetically evolving pathological content of 1%, 5% and 22% volume growth
prior to further analyses in terms of visual recognition experiments testing whether the artificial
pathologies would be detected by medical expert. Here, we use SOM instead, which was not done in
that previous study. On the first MRI time series, synthetic lesion content was added by adding higher
contrast pixels locally to each original image to form a new set of images. Since the aim was to
reinforce changes within the images between time series, the new set of images retained all the
characteristics of the first set, except for an additional lesion content, which was uniformly positioned
in the 20 images of a series, Thereby, introducing synthetic lesion contents ensures that the differences
between sets of images are not influenced by external factors like location of camera, lighting, the
patient's position on the MRI machine and so forth. Furthermore, the spatial extent of the introduced
lesion content is known. Here, it was a 44 by 26 pixels elliptic shape with 72 by 72 dpi gray-scale
resolution.
To test another, maybe less arbitrary, way of adding synthetic lesion contents to original medical
images, a Poisson frequency distribution was added to each image of the two MRI time series.
Examples are shown here below (Figure 8). Poisson noise may be preferred to adding digital noise
such as pixels for the generation of synthetic impurities because Poisson noise is mathematically
correlated with the contrast intensity of each pixel in the image. The process produces a sample image
from a Poisson distribution for each pixel of the original image. The same Poisson distribution
parameters were applied to both time series. By its nature, the Poisson method populates the image
with noise in proportion to existing pixels.
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Figu
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The QE distributions were submitted to one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), which signaled
that differences in QE from SOM run on the two image series is statistically significant (t (1, 38) =
3.336; p<.01). This significant difference in the QE distributions directly reflects the clinical
significance of the image differences between the first and the second visit, in other words the effects
of blunt force traumatic injury on the image series.
The results from SOM on the image series with added artificial lesion content similarly produced
systematic increase in the QE between original image series and processed image series. These QE
distributions (Figure 10) were also submitted to one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). The
differences between the QE distributions for the two series are also, as would be expected, statistically
significant (t (1, 38) = 5.61; p< .01 and t (1, 38) = 2.18; p<.05 respectively).
The results from SOM run on the original MRI image series with and without Poisson noise are also
shown here below (Figure 11). Adding Poisson noise to the original MRI images produces differences
in the QE distributions that are, again, statistically significant (t (1, 38) = 20.76; p< .001 f and t (1, 38)
= 9.68; p< .01 for series 1 and 2 and their modified versions, respectively). It is thus shown that adding
Poisson noise to the original MRI images from the two series produces very similar results to those
obtained from image series with added pixel contents to simulate artificial lesion growth.
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Figure 10. To th
he original im
mages from
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Figure 11. QE
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testing a simple method of fast and almost instant change detection that can be applied to ANY output
image generated by ANY of the different biomedical imaging approaches. By this virtue, the simple
method described here has the potential to aid human observer performance faced with any imaging
data, and to help sharpen medical expertise and decision making [18, 99, 100, 101]. How QE output
data may indicate critical change across image contents when compared with human detection using
the same image material is discussed in detail in previous work from our group [18, 19] in the light of
concepts from signal detection theory [17, 99].
The results from the series of simulations described in this chapter here suggest that the QE from
SOM analysis seems well-tailored for fast change detection in large bodies of medical images from
patients. It allows the automatic detection of subtle but significant changes in time series of images
likely to reflect growing or receding lesions. In clinical practice, finding evidence for subtle growth
through visual inspection of serial imaging can be very difficult. This is especially true for scans taken
at relatively short intervals (less than a year). Visual inspection often misses the slow evolution
because the change may be obscured by variations in body position, slice position, or intensity profile
between scans, for example [52, 55-57]. In some cases, the change can be too small to be noticed.
Surgeons and oncologists frequently compute the change in tumor volume by comparing the
measurements from consecutive scans. When the change in tumor volume is too small and hence
difficult to detect between two sequential scans, radiologists tend to compare the most recent scan with
the earliest available image to find any visible evidence for an evolution of the tumor. The resulting
analysis does, however, not reflect the current development of the tumor but rather a retrospective
perspective of tumor evolution, as pointed out earlier [52, 55-75]. This study here addresses this
problem, as fast SOM could be easily implemented to aid clinicians in deciding about treatment. The
process of executing the code to determine the QE distribution for a series of twenty images takes
about 40 seconds. This involves reading the DICOM images from a folder, running the SOM and
determining the QE for each image, displaying the image on the screen and saving the QE value in a
text file. In summary, whenever the QE from SOM on a patient's medical images taken at consecutive
times rises, it is a potential indication that lesions or other pathological changes of the organ under
study may be developing, while a decrease of the QE may indicate that a pathology is receding. To the
best of our knowledge, our approach is the first to automatically detect potentially critical local
changes in a patient by comparing images taken from subsequent clinical visits without relying on
visual inspection or manual annotations. The SOM method detects these changes rapidly with a
minimal computation time using consecutive images of an organ without having to rely on derived
image qualities as is the case for image subtraction methods, for example [55, 56]. The SOM method
also represents a clear advantage compared with monitoring a condition, for example cancer
progression or remission, using manual segmentation techniques on each image from an MRI
sequence, which is prohibitively time consuming.
In the human and environmental sciences, time-series of satellite images may reveal important data
about changes in environmental conditions and natural or urban landscape structures that are of
potential interest to citizens, historians, or policymakers. In the next section, we will show how the QE
from SOM ran on extracts of satellite images for specific geographic regions of interest (gROI) can be
used to detect relevant changes.
4. Change detection in time series of satellite images

Here, the Self Organized Map output in terms of the QE of the final synaptic weights after learning
is applied for fast detection of critical changes in satellite images of specific gROI. These simulations
are run on extracts of image time series of Las Vegas and its nearby surroundings in the Nevada Desert
(USA), generated across the years 1984-2008, a period of major restructuration of the urban landscape
of Las Vegas City and, at the same time, specific modifications of the natural landscape due to global
climate change. As shown in the previous chapters, the QE from the SOM output is a reliable measure
of variability in local image contents. In the present work, statistical trend analysis is used to show how
© 2018 ISTE OpenScience – Published by ISTE Ltd. London, UK – openscience.fr
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the QE from SOM run on specific geographic regions of interest extracted from satellite images can be
exploited for visualizing structural change across time at a glance, highlighting significantly correlated
demographic data for a specific time period.
The detection and characterization of critical changes in public spaces of the natural or the built
environment reflected by changes in image time series such as photographs or remotely sensed image
data may be of considerable importance for risk mitigation policies and public awareness. This places a
premium on fast automatic techniques for discriminating between changed and unchanged contents in
large image time series, and computational methods of change detection in image data including
remotely sensed data, exploiting different types of transforms and algorithms, have been developed to
meet this challenge. Existing methods have been reviewed previously in excellent papers by [33] and
[34]. Known computations include Otsu's algorithm [35], Kapur's algorithm [36], and various other
procedures such as pixel-based change detection, image differencing, automated thresholding, image
rationing, regression analysis on image data, the least-square method for change detection, change
vector analysis, median filtering, background filtering, and fuzzy logic algorithms [37-47]. The scope
of any of these methods is limited by the specific goal pursued. As pointed out previously, image
change detection involves being able to reveal critical changes through analysis of discrete data sets
drawn from image time series. One of the major applications concerns remotely sensed data obtained
from Earth-orbiting satellites. These provide image time series through repetitive coverage at short
intervals with consistent image quality [33].
Here, extracts from satellite images representing specific geographic regions of interest of Las
Vegas County were used as input to SOM. After preprocessing to ensure equivalence in scale and
contrast intensity of the extracted images within a time series, the image input is exploited directly
without additional or intermediate procedures of analysis. To control for differences in intensity across
images of a given time series, a transform is applied before running SOM on each extracted image of a
time series. Then, the QE output distributions from SOM on adequately preprocessed extracts from
satellite images of Las Vegas County generated across the years 1984-2008 are examined. The satellite
image extracts correspond to three distinct gROI: Las Vegas City Center, Lake Mead and its close
surroundings in the Nevada Desert, and the residential North of Las Vegas. The reference time period
chosen for this study here (1984-2008) is of particular interest because of major structural changes in
the urban landscape of Las Vegas City and the residential North during that period, and the gradual
dwindling of nearby Lake Mead's water levels due to the effects of global climate change. We use
statistical trend analysis to prove that:
1) the QE distributions from the SOM on the different images corresponding to the gROI under
study reliably reflect these critical changes across the years.
2) the QE output is significantly correlated with the most relevant demographic data for the
same reference time period.
4.1. Materials and methods

The images used for analysis of geographic regions of interest by SOM were extracted from timelapse animations of Las Vegas City and Lake Mead, Nevada, from 1984-2008, as captured by NASA
Landsat sensors.
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4.2. Results

QE
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p
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seriess have beenn explained in the Materials andd methods section heere above.
Regio
on of intere
est: Las Ve
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Th
his section deals withh the resultts from SO
OM run after pre-proccessing (seee Materialls and Metthods)
on saatellite imaage extraccts of the geographicc ROI Lass Vegas City.
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D
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Figurre 13. Photo
ographic sn
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cross the ye
ears 1982-22010. These
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19
984, 1995, 2
2005 and 2008 respec
ctively, give some idea of the struc
ctural changges that took place in Las
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egas City du
uring the refference time
e period of this study here,
h
for which the sateellite images
s generated
d by
NASA
A were retriieved.
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Figurre 14. Varia
ations in QE
E output plotted as a fu
unction of tim
me. QE valu
ues are takeen from the SOM on ea
ach of
the 24 images corrresponding
g to the geo
ographic RO
OI 'Las Vegaas City'.

Fig
gure 15. Nu
umber of vissitors of Las
s Vegas City
ty as a function of time. The linearr trend yield
ds a regresssion
2
coefficient R = .965 and is statisttically signifficant with t (1, 24) = 155.7, p<.001
1.

To
o assess the statisticaal correlatio
on betweenn the QE and
a other relevant
r
deemographicc variables from
the reeference tiime periodd here, we computed Pearson's correlation
n coefficien
ent on the distribution
d
ns for
QE vs
v number of visitors and QE vs estimatted populaation total. Pearson’ss correlatio
on coefficient R
givess an estimaate of the statistical relationshiip, or asso
ociation, beetween tw
wo independ
dent continnuous
phenomena, or variables based
b
on th
he mathem
matical conccept of cov
variance.
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Figu
ure 16. Estim
mated popu
ulation total for Las Veg
gas as a fun
nction of tim
me. The lineear trend yie
elds a regre
ession
2
coefficient R = .995 and is statisttically signifficant with t (1, 24) = 144.2, p<.001
1.

R is associatted with a probability
y p and carrries inform
mation abo
out the maggnitude of the association,
orrelation, as well as the direction of the relationsh
hip. Pearson
n's correlattion statisttic computed on
or co
the paired
p
distrributions siignals statistically siggnificant co
orrelationss between tthe QE and
d the numbber of
visito
ors and bettween the QE
Q and thee populatioon totals fo
or the timee period 19984-2008 on
o the gRO
OI Las
Vegaas City.

Figu
ure 17. Varia
ations in QE
E output plo
otted as a fu
unction of th
he number of
o visitors oof Las Vegas City durin
ng the
reference
r
tiime period. Pearson's correlation
c
sstatistic com
mputed on paired
p
distriributions, plo
otted here in
n
ascending order,
o
gives
s a statistica
ally significa
ant correlatiion with R = .75, p<.05
5.
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Figu
ure 18. Varriations in QE
Q output pllotted as a ffunction of the
t numberr of estimateed populatio
on totals forr Las
Vegas Cityy during the
e reference time period
d. Pearson's
s correlation
n statistic coomputed on
n the paired
d
disttributions, p
plotted here in ascendin
ng order, giives a statis
stically signiificant correelation with R = .90, p<
<.01.

Regio
on of intere
est: Lake Mead
M
Rese
ervoir

Th
his section deals withh the resultts from SO
OM run after pre-proccessing (seee Materialls and Metthods)
on saatellite imaage extractss of the geo
ographic R
ROI Lake Mead.
M
The correspondding imagee ROI coveers an
area of 430 by 366 pixelss. Lake Meead is an aartificial lak
ke in the Nevada
N
Deesert colleccting waterr from
C
R
River. Encllosed by Hoover
H
Daam, the lak
ke constitu
utes a reserrvoir serviing water to
t the
the Colorado
statess of Arizonna, Califorrnia, and Nevada.
N
Prroviding fo
or nearly 20
2 million people and
d large areeas of
farmlland, it is ggeographiccally situateed 24 mile s away fro
om the Las Vegas Striip, southeaast of Las Vegas
V
City, Nevada, iin the statees of Nevaada and Arrizona. Lak
ke Mead is the largeest reservoir in the United
U
D
thee referencee time periiod of thiss study, Laake Mead water
Statees in termss of water capacity. During
levels have proggressively dwindled away as a consequen
nce of global climate cchange. Th
his phenom
menon
ptured by tthe QE from
m SOM run on the saatellite imaage extractss, as shownn here belo
ow (Figure 19).
is cap

Fig
gure 19. Varriations in QE
Q output plotted
p
as a function of time. From SOM on im
mage extrac
cts for the gROI
d.
Lake Mead

Trrend analyssis (linear regression
r
analysis) oon these daata reveals a trend tow
wards decrrease in QE
E as a
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a lineear regresssion coefficcient R2 = .71, and a t (1, 24) = 9.597, p<
<.01 indicatting that th
he trend tow
wards
decreease in QE with time is statistically signifiicant.
Co
ontrast inttensity acrross imagees of a tiime seriess for a giiven ROI being con
ntrolled foor by
preprrocessing ((see Materrials and methods),
m
thhe significant decrease in QE ffrom SOM
M output reliably
signaals a signifficant decreease in spaatial extentt of contrasst regions in the imagges with tiime. This image
i
phenomenon iss directly related
r
to the shrinkking away of Lake Mead,
M
as ccan be seeen in the image
i
mples for 19984 and 20009 (see Materials
M
annd method
ds). Water level
l
statisstics for thee referencee time
exam
perio
od are show
wn here bellow (Figuree 20).
Peearson's corrrelation sttatistic com
mputed on the paired distributio
ons for QE and waterr levels signnals a
statisstically signnificant coorrelation, shown herre below (Figure
(
21)), for the ttime period
d 1984-20008 on
the gROI Lake Mead.

Figure 20. W
Water levelss of Lake Mead as a fu
unction of tim
me. The line
ear trend to wards decrrease yieldss a
2
regrression coe
efficient R = .36 and iss statistically
y significantt with t (1, 223) = 3.6, p<
<.05.

Figure 21. Varia
ations in QE
E output plo
otted as a fu
unction of th
he water lev
vels of Lakee Mead duriing the referrence
tim
me period. P
Pearson's co
orrelation sttatistic comp
puted on th
he paired dis
stributions, plotted herre in ascend
ding
order, gives a statistically sig
gnificant corrrelation witth R = .99, pp<.001.
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on of intere
est: the ressidential North
N
Regio

Th
he geograpphic regionn of interesst is a secttion situateed to the North
N
of L
Las Vegas City,
C
USA
A. The
seleccted area enncloses Suun City and
d North Laas Vegas Airport
A
to th
he left andd right resp
pectively. At
A the
botto
om of the iimage areaa (see Mateerials and methods) are the Su
uncoast Hootel and Caasino on thhe left
and the
t Spring Preserve on
o right, all
a part of tthe image extracted from the ssatellite aniimation. During
D
the years
y
1984--2008, a crritical timee period off real estatee developm
ments in thhis region, this part of
o Las
Vegaas was proogressively transform
med from ddesert to a densely bu
uilt-up ressidential su
uburb. The false
colorring in redd in the im
mages of this
t
gROI shown in Materials and methhods here above indicates
healthy natural vegetationn and otheer man-maade green spaces,
s
mo
ostly golf ccourses, pllaygroundss, and
parkss. Accordinng to NAS
SA, the imaage qualityy had impro
oved consiiderably byy then (198
84, the firstt year
of th
he referencce time peeriod here) as new iinstrument design im
mproved thhe ability to
t resolve even
smalller parcelss of land. The sign
nificant chhanges in building density
d
tha
hat have occurred
o
inn this
geographic reggion of inteerest, turniing the lannd from deesert into a major deensely built-up residdential
Vegas Cityy, are welll captured bby the QE
E trend from
m the SOM
M output distribution
d
n after
suburrb of Las V
learn
ning on the image series. The QE distributtion for thiis gROI is shown herre as a funcction of thee year
of th
he referencce time peeriod (Fig
gure 22). L
Linear reg
gression an
nalysis on the QE data
d
returnned a
regreession coeffficient R2 = .7999. The
T linear rrelationship
p between the artificcial neural network (S
SOM)
outpu
ut in terms of QE andd time is sttatistically significan
nt with t (1,, 24) = 33. 45; p<.001
1. This indicates
that the
t artificiial system reliably detects
d
the critical sttructural ch
hanges in the images of Las Vegas
V
North
h across tiime. The trend towards incre ased land cover in the Northh of Las Vegas
V
is fuurther
illusttrated by ddemographhic data forr that geoggraphic RO
OI from th
he same tim
me period,, as shownn here
(Figu
ure 23).

Figu
ure 22. QE trend as a function of the year off the referen
nce time perriod from whhich the inp
put images were
w
aken for the
e gROI resid
dential Nortth.
ta

Reegression aanalysis onn these datta returns a regressio
on coefficieent R2 = .992. The lin
near relatioonship
between populaation estim
mates and time is statisstically sig
gnificant with t (1, 244) = 9.23, p<.001.
p
In a next
E output off the artifi
ficial neuraal network
k as a funcction of th
hese population
step, we plotteed the QE
mates in asccending ordder. These results aree shown here further (Figure
(
24)).
estim
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Figure
F
23. P
Population totals
t
(estim
mates in tho
ousands) as
s a function of the samee reference
e time period
d.

Th
he link betw
ween the increase
i
in
n QE from the imagee analyses and the poopulation estimates
e
foor the
samee geographhic ROI Laas Vegas North
N
for thhe reference time peeriod of thiis study iss describedd by a
positive Pearson correlation with R = .51.The QE outputt of the artiificial neurral network
k analysis of
o the
imag
ge time seriies of Las Vegas
V
Norrth across tthe years 1984-2008 reliably refflects the progressive
p
e land
coverr changes iin this geoggraphic reg
gion of inteerest.

Figure
F
24. QE output from
f
the image analyse
es as a func
ction of the population estimates for
f the same
ge
eographic R
ROI Las Veg
gas North. The
T two varriables are positively
p
co
orrelated ass testified by
y Pearson'ss R

4.3. Discussio
D
on

Th
he advantaage of satelllite data in
n Earth obbservation for environmental m
monitoring is considerable.
The technologi
t
ical advancces in spatial synchroonization and
a temporral repeat oobservation of large areas
over the years 1980-2018 [102-112] have siignificantly
y improveed both thee quantity and qualiity of
b satellitee image ddata, whicch are beecoming inncreasingly
y importaant in
landsscape obseervation by
envirronmental monitoringg. Becausee of the brooad scale spatial cov
verage of ssatellite im
mages, recoording
the data
d from tthe curved surface off the Earthh in two-dim
mensional representaations resu
ults in geom
metric
distortions. Witth repeatedd coverage,, radiometrric consisteency were previouslyy hard to maintain
m
bettween
mospheric cconditions, variations in the solaar illuminaation angless, and
separrate imagess due to diffferent atm
senso
or calibratiion trends. Thereforee, among thhe various aspects of progress in image data acquiisition
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for land cover change detection and detection of other changes in natural landscapes (erosion, aridity,
flooding etc.), there have been outstanding achievements over the years in the following
1) multi-temporal image generation
2) radiometric calibration
which had as a result that there is no longer much need for geometric correction of the satellite
images. Previously, a standard geographic coordinate system was typically selected for images of
interest to identify geometric ground control points on the satellite image and on the corresponding
geographic coordinate system to derive a geometric relation between the two [102-113]. Nowadays,
the satellite images are of a constant quality across time series and reflect geographic locations and
relative distances between them much more reliably. Also, the imagery is not any more so much
affected by climatic conditions.
In recent studies [114], up-to-date change detection methods applied to satellite images have been
generally categorized as either supervised or unsupervised, according to the nature of data processing.
The former is based on a supervised classification method, which requires the availability of a ground
truth in order to derive a suitable training set for the learning process of classifiers. The latter approach,
which is adopted here in this fast SOM approach, performs change detection by making a direct
comparison of multi-temporal images from a series considered without incorporating any additional
information. Others [114] have previously proposed a technique for unsupervised change detection in
multi-temporal satellite images using principal component analysis (PCA) and k-means clustering.
Therein, the difference between two image is partitioned into h times h non-overlapping blocks. Orthonormal eigenvectors are extracted through PCA from h times h non-overlapping blocks and set to
create an eigenvector space. Each pixel in the difference image is represented by an S-dimensional
feature vector, which is the projection of h times h the difference image data onto the generated
eigenvector space. Change detection is then achieved by partitioning the feature vector space into two
clusters using k-means clustering with k = 2, and then assigning each pixel to one of the two clusters
using the minimum Euclidean distance between pixels' feature vectors and mean feature vectors of
clusters. Although this statistical method has proven effective for change detection at the pixel level,
which makes it possibly as sensitive to small changes as is the unsupervised method proposed and
tested here in this thesis, it involves pixel-by-pixel computation of local differences between no more
than two images by algorithms that are much more time consuming than these of SOM.
In the SOM approach used here, a whole series of 20 or more images are compared at the pixel
level, generating QE output sensitive to change at the pixel level for entire dataset in a few minutes and
thereby allowing to decide instantly (change/no change) about presence or absence of smallest
localized changes across images of the whole time series. There is, to our knowledge, no other method
capable of providing such an instant result at this level of analysis. A global localization of changed
area is achieved here by selecting specific gROI where change is suspected. Finer analyses relative to
exact pixel-by-pixel locations of change in remotely sensed data using SOM for feature mapping,
which is the more classic approach [115, 116, 117, 118] can be run subsequently for a specific time if
necessary. On the example of the gROI of Lake Mead selected here in this study, a decision maker
might be alerted by the QE evolution in the data shown, and then decide he/she needs finer analyses for
a specific year and region at the Lake to implement appropriate policies for risk mitigation at that
location. Then, SOM approaches as described in [115, 116, 117, 118] would be adequate methods of
choice.
The QE belongs to a type of quality measures that have been used to benchmark different SOMs
trained on the same dataset [119], convergence criteria [120], or to assess the fault tolerance of SOM
[121]. In our work, we have used QE to realize a generalized measure of variation across data in a
series of datasets using SOM learning with exactly the same parameters. In other words, we use the
same SOM, same map size, feature size, learning rate and neighbourhood radius to analyze series of
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image datasets with clinical significance, random-dot images, or remotely sensed image data as shown
here. The QE is derived after subjecting an image to the self-organizing map algorithm analysis and by
calculating the squared distance (usually, the standard Euclidean distance) between an input data x and
its corresponding centroid, the so-called “best matching unit". Since this is easy to implement, fast, and
reliable for what it is supposed to provide, an instant criterion for decision about change/no change in a
whole series of images, it represents indeed a promising and non-expensive technique for the automatic
tracking and harvesting of landscape-change information from large bodies of image data on the basis
of, in principle, ready-to-use simulations. Such information relative to critical changes in
environmental conditions and natural or urban landscape structures can, as shown here, be instantly
correlated with other relevant demographic data which are of potential interest to citizens, historians, or
policymakers.
Conclusions

Here, we have given a large body of proof of the relative power of the QE from SOM output by
showing that the metric is sensitive to spatial extents of local image contrasts at constant intensity.
Applied here to medical images and adequately preprocessed extracts from satellite images, the QE
output from SOM reliably reflects spatial variability in image ROI corresponding to a specific ROI.
The QE provides a statistically significant indicator of potentially important change in image contents
across time which may reflect a critical evolution of man-induced and natural phenomena in these
geographic regions of interest. Once again, it has to be pointed out that the major advantage of the
method is the fast computation time and the fact that it can deal with a whole series of 20 or more
images at a time. After some minimal preprocessing to control for equivalence in spatial scale and
contrast intensity of images of a given image series, it takes hardly more than a minute to run SOM on
a time series of 25 images, for example.
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